
robot vacuum
wifi+
Connected vacuum cleaner 
The H.Koenig SWRC110 robot vacuum Watermop Wifi+ cleans 
for you! You can control your vacuum cleaner even when you are 
away thanks to its Cleanbot application and its wifi function. You 
invited guests tonight? Launch the suction program wherever 
you are to find a clean floor when you come back home. No 
matter where you are, program up to 4 different clean programs 
per week. It vacuums and cleans all types of grounds thanks 
to its water tank of 180ml which continuously humidifies an 
absorbent microfiber cloth. Its suction efficiency and its double 
brush system cleans all surfaces. The SWRC110 is equipped 
with a high performance HEPA filter for an optimal filtration 
quality. Using the latest optimized space management technolog, 
it optimizes its navigation in your home. With its sensors, it 
identifies empty spaces, obstacles and all types of objects to 
always be more efficient. You can also create a virtual wall to 
define the cleaning areas. Useful, the SWRC110 automatically 
gets back to its charging station at the end of its cleaning cycle 
to recharge its battery. The connected SWRC110 robot vacuum 
simplifies your daily life!

features
Wi-Fi and remote control with the Cleanbot application
WaterMop technology - 180ml water tank
Intelligent and self-contained: sucks and washes
Autonomy up to 100min: 4h load
Wifi function
No-roll function, Anti-winding
4 pre-programmed cycles: along the walls, spot, spiral, auto
HEPA filter high performance for a better filtration
Detection of dust, debris, empty spaces and obstacles
Central brush and two side brushes for better suction
LED display
Automatic return to base
Supplied with remote control

logistical details
QTY container: TBC pcs
QTY pallet: TBC pcs
QTY master carton: TBC pcs
Packaging dimensions:  
TBC cm (L*H*D)
Product dimensions: 
TBC cm (L*H*D)
Gross weight master carton: TBC kg
Gross weight product: TBC kg
Net weight product: TBC kg
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informations 
Customs code: 8508110000
DEEE: 0.42 euro HT

other views

EAN code 

swrc110


